Jonathan Israel offers some answers to these questions in his new b arguing in favor of the "drawing of a firm dividing line between the medi early modern epochs in the historical experience and consciousness of Jewry" (p. 1). He proposes to define the period between 1570 and signifying the reintegration of Jews into western Europe and the positiv formation of their social and economic status. The era constituted a dramatic reversal of trends which had culminated in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries with the virtual removal of the majority of Jews from the major centers of western Europe. As a result of their re-entry in this later period, they began to exert "a most profound and pervasive impact" on the west in both the cultural and economic spheres (p. 1). And unlike their re-emergence into western Europe in the late eighteenth century "as uprooted individuals, stripped of their former political and social autonomy and culture," this "first great emancipation" (p. nonspecialist, he proposes to say nothing new about "religious history" an to rely heavily on secondary materials in describing economic and political e outside his specific area of competence. It goes without saying that the auth limited by his control of the sources. He is especially strong in his comma scholarly works in western languages, but is relatively less informed about works, some critically important, written in Hebrew. Furthermore, Israel n claims to be writing a history of Jewish culture and society in early m Europe, and instead chooses to focus only "on general patterns of politica economic interaction between Jewish and general society" (p. v). This latter emphasis is important in clarifying the book's "outer-directed" rather than "innerdirected" perspective. Accordingly, readers anticipating a full accounting of the evolution of Jewish culture and institutions in this era are expecting more than Israel himself purports to deliver.
Notwithstanding the author's own limited objectives and his own demurral in treating what he calls "religious history," his study does devote a considerable number of pages to the internal history of Jewish culture and society and to the impact of Judaism on European society; moreover, it attempts to relate the cultural picture which it depicts to the economic and political thesis of the book. Hebraists of the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries receive considerably higher marks. Their search "through oriental texts was quite different from the blinkered preoccupations of Reformation Hebraists" (p. 54). Their "philosemitic scholarship" was linked to "philosemitic mercantilism" and "the philosophic spirit of the seventeenth century," all being "fruits of the distancing from Christian tradition" (p. 56). Why were the latter scholars superior to the former ones in Israel's estimation? It is because the investigations of the earlier group "did not weaken, but, on the contrary, reinforced western Europe's adherence to Christianity" (p. 36). Since it is Israel's oft-stated assumption that anything that weakens western Europe's adherence to Christianity is good for the Jews (on this see below), the first brand of Christian Hebraism is depicted as relatively negative; the second as more positive. I have quoted Israel at length here to underscore the enormous difficulty of defining the elusive, protean, complex, and often paradoxical character of Jewish culture in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and of relating any coherent description of it to the economic reintegration so forcefully argued in the book.
Israel himself seems aware of the problem. The more Jews interact economically with the west, the more they turn in on themselves, culturally and psychologically, he concludes at one point (p. 31; also p. 207). This is not the place to offer a more nuanced depiction of Jewish civilization in this era. Suffice it to say that to anyone who has studied the cultural world of European Jewry in this epoch, (Berlin, 1911) , and E. Rivkin, The Sha of Jewish History: A Radical New Interpretation (New York, 1971) . Note Israel distances himself from both these interpretations (pp. 252, 256) .
